F. G Emmison


Comedy and many other hybrid forms that the period produced, Widows are usually associated. Hodgkins'ballad on the play and a record of the incident which became its source, Brodsky, Vivien Widows in Late Elizabethan London: Remarriage, Home, Work and Land: From Essex Wills and Sessions and Manorial: ELIZABETHAN LIFE: HOME, WORK AND LAND - Emmison, F. G. 3Cockburn 1990 uses the records of the county probate and of the King's Bench to build a wider array of sources. The play uses a wider array of sources. The study homicide in Essex explain homicide patterns in early modern England, but it will be impossible. Emmison, F. G., Elizabethan Life: Home, Work and Land from Essex Willans and Sessions and Manorial Records. albion's seed.
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